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The Resolutions of the Dutch States General (1576–1796) is an archive covering over two centuries of decision making and

consists of a heterogeneous series of handwritten and printed documents. The archive, which has recently been digitised, is

a rich source for historical research. However, owing to the archive’s heterogeneity and dispersion of information, historians

and other researchers find it hard to use the archive for their research.

In this article, we describe how we deal with the challenges of structuring and connecting the information in this archive.

We focus on identifying the existing structural elements, to turn the archive from a set of pages into a set of meeting dates

and individual resolutions, with rich metadata for each resolution. To deal with the challenges of historical language change,

spelling variation, and text recognition mistakes, we exploit the repetitive nature of the language of the resolutions and

use fuzzy string searching to identify structural elements by the formulaic expressions that signal their boundaries. We also

discuss and provide an analysis of the value of extracting different types of entities from the text and argue that the choice

of which types of entities to focus on should be made based on how they support relevant research questions and methods.

In the resolutions, we choose to prioritise person qualifications such as profession, legal status, or title, over person names.

Qualifications allow users to select certain groups of people and to meaningfully combine with other layers of metadata,

whereas person names lack contextual information to disambiguate them, making it unclear which and how many persons

are referred to by selecting a specific person name. We show how our methodology results in a computational platform that

allows users to explore and analyse the archive through many connected layers of metadata.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Resolutions of the Dutch States General (1576–1796) constitute an archival series that covers more than two
centuries of continuous decision making. The archive consists of more than 500,000 pages of handwritten and
printed resolutions, in separate, chronologically ordered series. The Resolutions of the States General (SG) in
the Dutch Republic are a key resource to the political history of the period, as they contain all decisions made
by the SG, the central ruling body of the Republic, from the 16th to 18th Century. Each resolution is a formal
statement and record of the proposition submitted to the daily meetings of the SG and of the corresponding
decision that was reached. The archive was designated as a key resource when in 1905 the work of publishing
the resolutions started [24]. The manual editing resulted in two series of print publications of (a selection of)
the resolutions—divided in an old series (14 volumes running from 1576–1609), a new series (7 volumes, 1610–
1625)—and a digital edition (1626–1630).1 The complete archive has recently been digitised, resulting in a set of
around 250,000 scans. The resolutions reveal the decision making during and after the daily meetings of the SG,
and are relevant for researchers interested in the politics of the Republic. Owing to their enormous richness, they
allow researchers to answer many different research questions about politics—and more than that, see below—in
the Dutch Republic and its position in the world. The resolutions are also a key to all the other records of the SG
(taking about 1,500 m of shelf space) and form a hub to which these other records can be connected and with
which they can be contextualised.

Many research questions require researchers to work through hundreds of large volumes of text without
adequate indices. The relevant information is scattered across millions of paragraphs of dense and repetitive text
(see Figure 1). Different research questions require different selections, reorganisations and re-orderings of the
records to bring together and connect dispersed information. Many archives and libraries have experimented
with giving access to their collections by means of digitised inventories and some have gone a step further, using
existing indices of serial collections [9, 19, 25]. However, these archival referential systems are too coarse for
access below the document level. Here, we note that the existing structure of the archive consists of many more
reference systems and tools that can also be put to good use. Centuries of dealing with the complications of
access to gradually expanding paper archives have led to a number of convenient and often-employed structures
that are part of the printed culture—such as indices, registers and the use of different layout and fonts to help
users locate elements of interest—but are often ignored in the translation to digital access [31, 44]. Therefore, it is
crucial to extract high-quality metadata from the corpus of resolutions on various levels, including the meetings,
dates, attendants, the individual resolutions and their topics. In this article, we describe the REPUBLIC project,2

which aims to publish the resolutions in an online computational environment.
We focus on identifying and extracting several of these reference systems and structures as layers of data

and metadata. These layers enhance access to all the resolutions in an online computational environment that
supports a broad range of digital historical research. We combine established information extraction techniques
with a workflow in which we iteratively build models of the structure of the corpus and of many of the standard
phrases used in the resolutions. With these phrase models, we can exploit both expert knowledge and the fact
that the resolutions contain a highly repetitive language to improve the extraction process.

Our approach starts from the important condition that the extracted information should reflect the structure
of the resource and support a broad range of research questions. We illustrate this with a research problem
for the following question: Do the resolutions reflect changes in the petitioning of the SG by the citizens of the
Republic over time? To investigate such a question, we need different types of information, including (1) what
types of proposals and requests were submitted that led to resolutions, (2) when each was put forward, (3) who
submitted them, and (4) what decisions were reached. In addition, answering the question whether access to

1http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/retroboeken/statengeneraal.
2REPUBLIC is an acronym for REsolutions PUBlished In a Computational Environment (2019–2023), a project funded by the Netherlands

Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). A prototype is available at https://demo.docere.diginfra.net/projects/republic.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the handwritten resolutions. Image courtesy of Nationaal Archief.

the SG for the general public changed over time requires that the set of resolutions is either complete or at least
representative [34]. Just digitising the archive without extracting information does not support answering this
question. A digitised archive typically consists only of a combination of images and (roughly) digitised text—the
so-called physical structure of pages, with an individual page or pairs of pages as a single image—and only very
limited metadata. However, it is usually without any identification and operationalisation of the logical structure
of the content, such as the chapters, resolutions, or notarial deeds that make up the logical organisation of the
digitised archives.3

The logical organisation of the text—which does not align with the physical structure—includes the meaningful
ordering of the content like temporal and geographical ordering, as well as templated text and repetitive textual
characteristics of text that the authors and printers of the resolutions created to be able to easily find back
information. Once we have identified these elements, we continue with Named Entity Recognition (NER).

We prioritise the logical structure, because these elements can be operationalised as connected information
layers and facets that allow meaningful navigation and selection. They can be identified with high accuracy but
with relatively little effort, as we will demonstrate in this article. Moreover, by focusing on repetitive contextual
structures in which person and place names are mentioned, we can reduce part of the challenge of recognising
names by using the repetitive structures surrounding these names as templates with variable elements to be
filled by person or place names. Generic NER on unstructured text written in historic language tends to have
low accuracy [14, 15, 32] and results in long lists of mis-recognised names and names that mostly occur once or

3See, e.g., https://babel.hathitrust.org/ and our institution’s resources, http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl. We note that in cases where the

corpora are heterogeneous, there may be few or no logical and textual structures used consistently across the corpus, but there are usually

coherent subsets that do.
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twice, thereby providing little support as information access points. The biggest advantage of templates is that
they provide contextual information on why a specific person name is mentioned, thereby increasing its value
as information access point.

Many types of documents contain the structures mentioned above, such as notarial deeds, court files, ordi-
nances, charters, missives, reports, procès-verbaux (authorised statements of acts or proceedings in the exercise
of duty), but they also appear in early modern newspaper articles and advertisements [26, Ch.2]. The specifics of
these structures tend to differ across corpora, so extracting and operationalising them require corpus specific ap-
proaches. Here, we argue that several generic techniques can be developed that can be easily adjusted to specific
contexts.

The main challenge of our research is how to incorporate our knowledge of these structures into the recogni-
tion and extraction algorithms, in such a way that this expert knowledge can improve performance and lead to
highly accurate information layers.

In the rest of the article, we elaborate on the techniques we used and developed, and we discuss how we deal
with four challenges to transform a digitised archive into an online publication that supports the structured anal-
ysis required for historical research. These challenges are interconnected, as errors in text recognition influence
the quality of information extraction, which in turn influences the accuracy of linking and the possibilities for
users to interact with the information system [45]. In Section 2, we start with describing the corpus of resolutions
and how its structure relates to different types of research questions that can be addressed by it. In this section,
we also briefly describe our approach to text recognition. In Section 3, we provide a more detailed description
and discussion of how we extract various structural elements. Connecting the various layers and linking them
across different volumes of resolutions is described in Section 4. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.

2 THE RESOLUTIONS AS A HISTORICAL RESOURCE

In this section, we start with a description of the content and structure of the archive (Section 2.1), then discuss
what kinds of research questions the REPUBLIC platform should support (Section 2.2), and the application of
text recognition (Section 2.3), and then how we have modelled the metadata structure (Section 2.4).

2.1 Structure of the Archive

The volumes of the resolutions embody a continuous series summarising and recording the decision made dur-
ing the day-to-day meetings of the Dutch States General as the central assembly of delegates from (ultimately)
seven sovereign provinces. The core elements are sessions and resolutions. Each session starts with a date, the
president of the day, and a list of attendants ordered by province, followed by summaries of a varying number
of resolutions. They are proposals and requests (see Figure 1) about a wide variety of subjects of both high and
low politics, such as foreign policy, finance, army and navy, pensions and patents, administrative and cultural
issues. All summarised issues consist of at least the following two parts, the proposition and the conclusion or
decision.4 The proposition refers to both the actual proposal submitted to the SG in oral or written form, and the
written summary of it in the resolution [41, p. 188]. The conclusion contains a decision (resolution) of acceptance,
rejection or deferral, pending further investigation or requests for information [37, 41, 42]. Both unresolved and
decided issues led to trails of resolutions and all of them had to be traceable for the SG and other governing bod-
ies, as the decisions had the force of law. Sometimes the SG wanted to know what had been decided previously
in the same case or a similar case, and had the clerks refer to the archived decisions, called retroacta [21]. In
addition, some summaries contain copies of letters or other important incoming documents as insertions.

The resolutions were summarised and archived by the griffier (EN: secretary) and read aloud for approval at
the beginning of the next day’s session. The griffier also indexed the resolutions, to support access to them at a
later date. A relatively fixed set of index terms were used across the years, and per year an index was created

4Occasionally, resolutions included the advise given per province [37, pp. 18–19].
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with references to resolutions of that year, as a means to find back those that were relevant as input for new
resolutions. The nature and potential of these indices are discussed in Section 4.

2.2 Supporting Research Questions

The types of data layers we want to make operable are related to the types of research questions and themes that
we want to support. Below, we discuss five types of analysis with examples of research questions:

Narrative analysis: A narrative analysis is conducted to offer an explanation of the temporal sequence of
events [4]. For instance, the role of the SG in developments and shifts, both internationally and within
Dutch society, and the causes and effects of these developments. E.g., how did the competition between
navy and army develop, how did the SG deal with different religious groups? And what caused these
developments?

Thematic analysis: Thematic analyses trace the development of certain themes/topics over time. For in-
stance, do the resolutions over time reflect an increasing possibility for citizens to put forward their con-
cerns to the SG? Do we see changes in the treatment of petitions and can they be used to analyse the SG’s
accessibility?

Content analysis: Content analysis is a quantitative analysis with regard to what or who was discussed,
when and how often. For instance, how many resolutions deal with financial and economic policy, nomi-
nations for officeholders or army positions, or with petitions by citizens?

Network analysis: Network analyses focus on the relationships between actors and how they interact and
influence each other. Performing serial research into the attendance at meetings and in committees can
address questions such as: Can we identify where formal politics turns into informal politics, and politics
behind the scenes? Who worked together? Who were involved in decisions around specific topics and in
larger policy issues and how were these persons related?

Linguistic analysis: An analysis of the (development of the) language used in the SG. How did the language
of decision-making develop and is it possible to link transformation of the SG’s language with its growing
administrative competence?

Addressing all these questions requires operationalising several elements from the logical structure of the
written and printed texts, into multiple layers of metadata. The goal is to organise and classify the resolutions
and make useful selections. For instance, to study changes in how petitions of citizens were treated, a researcher
needs to select resolutions related to petitions, categorise them according to what group a petitioner belonged
to and order them temporally. To study the network of actors who attended the meeting and those who were
involved in committees requires operationalising the attendance lists and identifying the committees who were
instigated following a decision by the SG, and who submitted reports that were the subject of later resolutions.

Next, we need to consider how these questions can be related to the structure of the archive and subsequently,
how this can be translated to queries to the information system. Citizens of the Dutch Republic could put forward
their concerns via petitions or requests (referred to as “requesten” in the resolutions). Each resolution based on
a request states who submitted the request, at what date, from which location and what the main concern was
about.

Requests that were discussed in the SG appear in the resolutions with one of two opening formulas, exam-
ples of which are shown in Figure 2. The one on the left contains the formula “IS ter Vergaderinge gelesen de
Requeste van...” (EN: was read the request of...), followed by the name of the person who submitted the request,
Frederik Batavodorus Taats van Amerongen, and a qualification or attribute, such as a title, occupation or their
legal status. In this case, the proposer states he is “Commandeur der Stadt Maastricht” (EN: commander of the
city of Maastricht). The request on the right uses the other formula, “OP de Requeste van...” (EN: On the request
of...), followed again by the name of the person submitting the request, “Pieter le Cointe,” and a qualification,
namely, “Koopman” (EN: merchant), and the city where he operates, “Leyden.” There are tens of thousands of

ACM Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage, Vol. 16, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: June 2023.
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Fig. 2. Two resolutions for requests submitted to the SG on 8 and 9 February 1725, respectively, with different opening
formulas. Images courtesy of Nationaal Archief.

resolutions that use one of these two formulas, with some spelling variation and spelling changes over time. For
example, from the second half of the 18th Century “geleesen” is used instead of “gelesen” (EN: has been read).

Adding metadata for these different aspects requires extracting the relevant information from an estimated
one million resolutions, which requires an information extraction process that is automated where possible, but
which needs to be informed by expert knowledge and a human in the loop. On top of that, each selection or
reorganisation made by users creates a different view on the data, the interpretation of which is influenced by
our decision in creating metadata layers, so it is important that the processing we do is transparent and visible
to the user [22].

We return to the example question about requests in Sections 3 and 4 to discuss how the extraction and linking
processes allow for these kinds of interactions.

2.3 Text Recognition

The physical state of the records is heterogeneous. The corpus has a mix of formats. All resolutions were written
by hand, and in addition, the resolutions from the 18th Century were also published as printed volumes. The
collection spans 220 years and has a large variety of handwriting, caused by differences between the successive
clerks that were employed by the SG as well as by changes in fashions of handwriting in general, that changed
from 16th Century Gothic to 18th Century roman script. Some printed volumes have single column pages, but
others have double column pages and there are more complex column splits, insertions of letters and extracts,
marginalia, tables (including multi-column and multi-page tables) and indices organised by main terms (referred
to as respecten in the corpus). For our project, we use the clean copies of the handwritten resolutions made by
the clerks until 1703, and the printed copies after that date.

The automatic recognition of the texts of the resolutions is performed by Optical Character Recognition

(OCR) and Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR). We use a typical pipeline consisting of Layout Analysis

ACM Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage, Vol. 16, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: June 2023.
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and detection of baselines of text in the images. During the project, we continuously update the OCR and HTR
models using ground truth data sets and feedback from the information extraction process. The current OCR
model achieves a Character Error Rate (CER) of 2, that is, 2 of every 100 characters are incorrectly recognised.
At the level of words, the error rate is 6%. That is, 6 of every 100 words is not recognised correctly. HTR is more
difficult because of the irregularities of handwriting. Recognising the 425,000 pages of handwritten resolutions
requires several steps in a pipeline. We used the P2PaLA (Page to page Layout Analysis) tool [36] on the
scans without ground truth for layout analysis of text regions and text (base)lines. Next, we created a manual
transcription of ground truth data set of 1,000 pages. Through iterative recognition and correction of batches of
pages in Transkribus,5 we currently achieve a CER of 2.99 on a 100 page evaluation set in which the identified
text regions and baselines were manually corrected. The model is fine-tuned by corrections made by volunteers
in the Vele Handen crowd-sourcing platform6 that uses the web version of Transkribus.

2.4 Operationalising the Logical Structure

In many digitisation projects of, e.g., newspapers or books, the text of individual scans is recognised using a
model trained on ground truth. After this process, metadata about the scan is added to organise the text of the
scans. For newspapers these are typically the name of the newspaper, the date and the page number. For books,
this is more difficult. The bibliographic metadata from a library catalogue can be added, but information on the
structure of books is often not available as metadata. The text is accessible only as a sequence of plain text pages
and maybe paragraphs, making it hard to figure out whether the book has chapters or ordinances or resolutions,
where these start and end, and whether they have titles or headings.

For the volumes of resolutions, which are our case study in this article, text recognition results in one document
per scan with the recognised words and their pixel coordinates. At this point, the text reflects the physical
structure. To access the resolutions of a specific date, the recognised text gives you few handles to go to the
right set of pages. Using string matching to locate dates is extremely error prone because of the combination of
recognition errors, linguistic variation and frequent references to previous dates within a resolution. You have to
select the book with resolutions for the desired year, then browse through the roughly 1,000 pages of dense text
to identify the pages corresponding to the desired date. For systematic analysis across longer periods of time,
this effort is multiplied.

To improve access, we want to use a more complex model of the resolutions that captures some of the elements
of the logical structure of the paper archive that we think are the most helpful for users to navigate through and
work with the digital version (what Herbert Stachowiak, as cited in Reference [34], calls the pragmatic property
of models). We want to identify the date and start and end point of meetings, to label resolutions with those dates,
so users can search and select resolutions by date or period. Knowing which text belongs to which resolution
makes it possible to search for individual resolutions that contain multiple search terms. For instance, for the
example research question on petitioning by citizens, when searching for resolutions that mention both petitions
(NL: “Requeste”) and citizens—who are mentioned using a range of terms and phrases, including: “Burger” and
“Borger” (EN: citizen) and their plural forms—just having full-text search per page is of limited use. A single page
typically contains multiple resolutions, so it can contain all search terms but spread across multiple resolutions. In
these cases, the term occurrences are unrelated to each other. Moreover, a resolution can cross page boundaries,
and have some of the search terms on the first page and other search terms on the page. The search terms
“requeste” and at least one of the three terms related to citizens mentioned above result in 6,236 pages as hits,
but in many of these, the search terms do not co-occur in individual resolutions (pages contain on average 3.5
resolutions). These page-level results also fail to capture relevant resolutions that contain one of the search terms
on one page and other search terms on the next page. The effort of identifying the text boundaries of individual

5https://transkribus.eu/lite/.
6https://velehanden.nl.
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resolution pays off, with the same search returning 5,560 resolutions that contain petition and citizen terms. This
also allows scaling the analysis of resolutions. For instance, how many petitions were discussed on each day?
How many were accepted, rejected or postponed? When or on how many dates were certain topics discussed?
There are no standard NLP tools to help with this.

To enable the various types of research methods and questions, we extract and operationalise the following
six elements of resolutions as metadata layers:

Meetings and meeting dates: The specific date on which a proposition was discussed and a decision was
reached, including the day of the week.

Attendance lists and president: The persons who were present and involved in the decision making pro-
cess of each resolution, as well as the person presiding over the meeting. The latter is especially important,
since the president set the agenda together with the griffier, and thereby determined which propositions
were discussed.

Resolutions: The text that belongs to a single resolution, as well as metadata on the proposition and decision,
including the type of proposition that was submitted, e.g., a request, report or missive, who submitted the
proposition, whether it was accepted, rejected or postponed for later discussion, and what action was decided
on.

Insertions: Extracts of earlier resolutions or of resolutions by one of the Provincial States, or of memoran-
dums, letters or requests submitted to the SG. In the case of earlier resolutions by the SG, identifying these
offers a way to link trails of related resolutions. Insertions of resolutions by other organisations and other
documents provide a starting point for linking the resolutions to other archives. At the moment, we have
no concrete plans to do this, as many of these documents are not digitised yet, but we do aim to identify
and categorise these references so they can be easily selected for analysis.

Named entities: Persons who submitted propositions and persons receiving instructions in the decision
paragraph, committees selected to investigate and report on issues that were discussed, and other named
entities such as organisations, geographic locations and ship names. We prioritise identifying person qual-
ifications over proper names, as these are easier to identify with high accuracy, and offer more meaningful
search facets. These qualifications offer ways to group person entities and link resolutions that are for
instance based on propositions submitted by persons with the same qualification. Moreover, once we have
identified them in the text, we expect that they help us spot the proper names with higher accuracy.

Index terms: The topic of individual resolutions. This is partly provided by the contemporary indices, lists
of index terms and marginalia. The terms are a combination of person names, organisations, geographic
locations and topics like finance or military and maritime matters. Some form of key phrase extraction or
topic modelling could provide alternative (and differently biased) topical perspectives.

In the next section, we describe how we use this model to extract these different layers of information and that
provides both handles for navigating the corpus as well as for analysing how information is distributed across
the corpus.

3 INFORMATION EXTRACTION

A typical step in extracting information from historical texts is to use general approaches like NER, part-of-
speech tagging, and lemmatisation to identify entities and topical words and phrases [30]. This step is thwarted
by both text recognition errors and the lack of good NLP-resources for historical spelling and vocabulary in early
modern corpora [14, 15, 20, 28, 32, 45].

On English texts these generic approaches work to some extent. English orthography has not changed much
since the 18th Century, therefore resources for modern English can be effective [20, 45]. In Dutch, changes are
larger, making generic approaches less useful. To investigate the value of generic NER techniques, we annotated
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named entities in 200 pages of manually transcribed resolutions and retrained the Spacy NER tagger7 with 90%
of the pages; the remaining 10% were used for testing. This led to a precision of 0.49 and recall of 0.19. Such
low recall is typical in NER on historical documents [2, 10, 14, 38] Although performance is likely to improve
by annotating more pages, there are two real hurdles. First, the upper bound for precision and recall remains
low, because in the resolution texts, many nouns have uppercase initials, which makes it hard to algorithmically
distinguish them from named entities. Second, precision and recall will be significantly lower on the vast majority
of pages that are not manually but automatically transcribed.

In addition, such techniques do not alleviate the problem of identifying at least five aspects, viz. the start
and end of daily sessions in the text, the precise date of each session, the attendance lists, the start and end of
individual resolutions and the type of decision reached. Generic approaches of layout analysis can detect standard
structures like tables, figures, footnotes, headers and tables of content with varying levels of success [8, 11, 35, 39],
but they cannot interpret specific semantics such as temporal orderings of meeting dates and the geographical
ordering in the attendants lists.

Therefore, we decided on an alternative approach that is based on a combination of (1) exploiting repetitive
structural elements such as the layout and ordering used for indices and attendants lists, similar to Colavizza
et al. [9], (2) explicitly modelling domain knowledge in lists of formulaic textual phrases, and (3) approximate
string searching and matching. These are discussed below.

First, the sessions have a fixed structure and layout, with the opening of a next session and the attendance list
represented in a different font and text alignment than the resolution summaries.

Second, the resolution texts are extremely repetitive, using the same phrasings with little variation across
decades of meetings. As mentioned in Section 2.2, resolutions based on requests used one of two standard opening
formulas. Formulaic phrases can be short or long, e.g., a single word or an entire sentence including punctuation.
We use phrase models that contain lists of these fixed formulas and assign each phrase to a metadata category
and one or more labels, in such a way that an approximate match in the text can be tied to a metadata layer. For
instance, phrases for the opening sentence of a proposition have the label proposition opening, and the phrase
“OP de Requeste van” (EN: ON the request of...) has the additional label of proposition_type:request. Phrases can
also have known variants, e.g., alternative phrasings that we have encountered. The phrase models represent
knowledge of the domain and the corpus, what information we expect to find, where, and in what order.

Third, our approach exploits the fact that, even with a relatively high Word Error Rate, the majority of charac-
ters in frequently occurring phrases and names are correct and in the right order, such that the string distance
between the recognised text and its corresponding phrase in our model is small. We have developed a fuzzy
searching algorithm that accepts one or more phrase models to find approximate matches, and uses configurable
string distance thresholds to control how much textual variation is accepted.8

The phrase model for opening formulas contains 32 different formulas, each with a list of variant phrasings
and a label for the type of proposition. For instance, the opening formula “Is ter vergaderinge gelesen de Requeste
van” (EN: Was read during the meeting the petition of) indicates the proposition is a petition. For the resolutions
of 1705–1796, 56,713 matches are found with 3,242 different OCR strings (Table 1). The most frequent OCR string
occurs 13,767 times, and identifies only 24% of the resolutions with that formula found through fuzzy searching.
Other proposition types include missives, reports, memos (diplomatic notes) and (previous) resolutions. The
evaluation of this approach is described below.

We exploit domain knowledge differently across multiple iterations of information extraction. In the first it-
eration, we focus on extracting information with very high precision, by using high thresholds for approximate
string searching, to build lists of, e.g., the starting point of meeting sessions and names of attendants. In later
iterations, we use additional domain knowledge. For instance, if we have found the starting points of the meeting

7https://spacy.io/models/nl.
8See https://github.com/marijnkoolen/fuzzy-search.
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Table 1. OCR Text String Matches Found for the Opening Formula “Is ter
Vergadering gelesen de Requeste van” in the Resolutions for the Years 1705–1796

Text string found Frequency Fraction

IS ter Vergaderinge geleesen de Requeste van 13,767 0.24
IS ter Vergaderinge gelesen de Requeste van 10,854 0.19
Is ter Vergaderinge gelesen de Requeste van 5,942 0.10
IS ter Vergaderinge geleezen de Requeste van 2,956 0.05
ls ter Vergaderinge gelesen de Requeste van 2,396 0.04
15 ter Vergaderinge gelesen de Requeste van 1,299 0.02
18 ter Vergaderinge geleesen de Requeste van 1,273 0.02
IS ter Vergaderinge geleesen de Requestevan 1,177 0.02
15 ter Vergaderinge geleesen de Requeste van 1,171 0.02

3333 other variations 15,878 0.28

Total 56,713 1.00

sessions for 12 and 15 January 1725 in the first iteration, then we exploit our knowledge that sessions are chrono-
logically ordered. Therefore, we know that the sessions for 13 and 14 January should be in between these starting
points. In the second iteration, we can search specifically for 13 and 14 January in a much smaller amount of
text using lower fuzzy matching thresholds, with a much higher chance of success. For the names of attendants,
we exploit our knowledge that the president of the meeting, being a representative of one of the provinces, ro-
tated every week between the provinces, and that these persons were regular attendants during the other weeks.
Once we know some of the names of presidents, we use approximate searching to find them in the lists either
as president (taking care of recognition errors), or as regular attendants, reducing in this way the number of
unknown and uncertain names in the list. For the individual resolutions, we use the textual formulas for the
start of a proposition and of a decision (see Figure 3). For all elements that we extract, we store them with the
fuzzy matches of phrases as evidence to explain how our metadata was created. Together with the explicit phrase
models that we publish in our GitHub repository,9 it makes the process of generating metadata transparent and
repeatable.

As mentioned above, there are as yet no good NLP resources for syntactical analysis of historic Dutch, which
limits the possibilities for research questions related to linguistic analysis (see Section 2.2). The text of the reso-
lutions cannot be queried at the level of part-of-speech tags or lemmas. But with fuzzy search techniques—such
as implemented in our fuzzy search algorithm but also in most modern search engines—it is possible to search
for variants of words and phrases, and study the context in which they are used or track their usage over time.

3.1 Evaluation

Although all extraction steps require more manual effort than using generic, off-the-shelf text analysis tools, the
gains are high. The reasons are: (1) Complex search queries can target resolutions instead of pages, (2) search
facets can show how many resolutions match a certain facet, and (3) timelines can display how resolutions
that match a query are distributed over time. Moreover, by extracting from the attendance lists the names of
the president of the meeting and of the other attendants, users can select resolutions based on who, or which
province, set the agenda for the day, who were present when a certain topic was discussed, and on which days of
week certain types of propositions were discussed. All that stands or falls with the quality of the identification
and extraction of these types of information. We therefore evaluated our approach with various ground truth
data sets, along five identifications:

9See https://github.com/HuygensING/republic-project.
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Fig. 3. Elements in the printed resolutions of 1755. A meeting starts with a date (red box) and attendants list (green box),
followed by individual resolutions with opening propositions (blue boxes) and decision formulas (orange boxes). Original
image courtesy of Nationaal Archief.
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Page type identification: Identifying whether a page contains resolutions, index entries or respecten (lists
of index terms), and whether a page is the title page of a section (and therefore the start of a section). Our
model uses a combination of layout and textual evidence and has an accuracy of >0.99 on a test set of 3376
manually annotated pages. The printed volumes contain 91,302 pages with resolutions, 10,698 index pages
and 828 pages with respecten.

Meeting date identification: Identifying the start of a meeting and the date of that meeting. We created
ground truth data for 500 randomly selected meeting dates between 1705 and 1796, and annotated the
starting point in the text as well as the exact date and day of the week. We evaluated and updated the
phrase model in two iterations, using a batch of 100 meeting dates per iteration. Our current phrase model,
after a third iteration of updating the phrase model, leads to a precision of 0.96 and recall of 0.99 on the
test set consisting of the remaining 300 meetings. The extraction algorithm detects the correct start for
100% of the extracted meetings, but in 3 of 300 cases the identified date is incorrect. For several other dates
in the test set, no meeting start is found. The 91,302 pages of printed resolutions are thereby transformed
into a new layer consisting of 25,639 meetings. Of the meeting dates that were not correctly identified (7%
of the total), the algorithm signals for 65% of them that they are appended to the previous meeting, so we
know where to focus manual effort to correct them.

Resolution identification: Identifying the individual resolutions, including their opening proposition, the
decision reached and the closing summary. On the ground truth test set of 311 resolutions in 90 randomly
selected pages, our phrase model currently achieves a precision of 0.99 and recall of 0.93 in identifying the
opening phrases. The relatively low recall signals that our phrase model is incomplete. In future iterations,
we will create additional ground truth for testing, so as not to overfit our model on the initial ground truth
data.

Attendants identification: Identify the names of the attendants and link recurring names to the correct
entities. Current recall of attendant names is at 0.89, with precision at 1, due to the structured nature
of the attendance lists. We are currently developing further consistency checks to link more attendants’
names.

Index entry and reference identification: Identify the lemma and page reference of an entry, and link the
lemma to the correct resolution. We have a first version of a model, but have not finished the ground truth
data yet.

Large historical resources all have their own textual characteristics and structural features, which require the
modelling of expert knowledge of these resources and incorporating these into generic NLP techniques. To know
if this phrase model and fuzzy search approach generalises to other collections, we have experimented success-
fully with extraction of the dates and finding locations of medieval charters, such that over 17,000 extracted
mentions of place names can be treated as historically dated attestations. Our goal is to continue to develop this
open and reusable toolkit as an approach for structure-driven information extraction of digitised resources for
historical research.

3.2 Named Entities, Document Types, and Person Qualifications

We take an unconventional route to (named) entity recognition and extraction. Again, we are guided by both the
nature of the corpus and by the kinds of research questions we wish to support. The types of entities considered
valuable to identify warrant some discussion. The resolutions mention document types that are the sources of
propositions (missives, reports, requests, and letters) but also types of document that are requested or discussed,
such as passports, placards, and pamphlets. These document types are important indicators of what type of
proposition was submitted and what the resolution is about. Many resolutions mention passports to allow per-
sons to travel, sometimes in combination with certain possessions or merchandise, to destinations within and
outside the Dutch Republic. Sometimes the passport is requested, sometimes it is only mentioned in the decision
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paragraph. But its occurrence is a strong indicator that the resolution is about permitting access or passage. Al-
though the term “Paspoort” is not typically considered a named entity, within this corpus and domain it is a
valuable term for information access.

There are also many references to persons. On the one hand, we see many recurring terms for person qualifica-
tions or attributes, such as occupations (NL: “Koopman”; EN: merchant), legal status (NL: “Weduwe”; EN: widow),
functions or roles (NL: “Ambassadeur”; EN: ambassador), that indicate what kind of person is mentioned. These
kinds of terms are often not considered named entities, but they are useful attributes to understand for instance
what type of person submitted a proposition to the SG. This is used in some fine-grained NER approaches, where
person-role labels can be used to contextualise the entity [10]. However, these approaches typically use external
knowledge bases as sources of knowledge about the entities [7, 16, 29, 47], whereas few of the persons in this
corpus occur in any knowledge base.

Finding terms for person qualifications is relatively straightforward using our fuzzy search module, as we can
make term frequency lists from, e.g., the terms in the opening sentences of propositions, and build lists of a few
hundred roles and titles in a matter of hours.

On the other hand, we see many person proper names. Person name is a standard type of named entity and
is almost by default included in generic NER techniques [14]. However, person names provide little information
about the nature of a resolution, unless it is the name of a well-studied person known to be involved in specific
events or topics. But in the latter case, the name is probably included in the contemporary indices with page
numbers referring to the pages with the relevant resolutions, and those resolutions have most likely been studied
many times already. The vast majority of the estimated 250,000 distinct person names10 occur only once or twice
and refer to persons of whom little is known and which give no indication of why they are mentioned in the
resolution, nor what it is about. As mentioned above, on such historic texts with OCR errors and spelling variation
and change (including changes in the use of capitalisation), the quality of generic NER is poor [3, 14, 33, 40],
resulting in long lists of names of which many are incorrect and from which most person names occurring the
resolutions are missing. Providing person names as a search facet also creates a problem for presenting this
to the users. The list of names is far too long to scroll through and almost all names lack context to provide
users with useful information to select names from them. Finally, many persons have common names, so users
are confronted with the problem of identifying which of the potentially dozens or hundreds of individuals is
referred to.

By focusing on person qualifications and attributes first, we get much shorter lists of perhaps a few hundred or
thousand qualifications, like Professor, Metselaar (EN: brick layer) and Ambassadeur (EN: ambassador), which can
be curated with relatively little effort into a domain-related hierarchy (grouping qualifications related to artisans,
maritime, military, church, etc.), which offers researchers a handle to navigate through these lists of roles [10].
Relating this to our example research question, by categorising qualifications hierarchically, a researcher can
select resolutions based on propositions submitted by different groups of citizens. As mentioned in Section 2.4,
there are 5,560 resolutions containing search terms for petition and citizen, but only 4,274 where the proposition
document is a petition (in the others, a petition is mentioned, but is not the source of the proposition). In only
2,696 of these petitions does the citizen term refer to the proposer.

Identifying qualifications also allows us to improve the spotting and recognition of person proper names, as
these names tend to occur just before or after such qualifications. The qualifications function as so-called trigger
words that can be used as contextual features to improve NER [14]. Postponing the recognition of person proper
names until after the recognition of qualifications avoids many mistakes where the qualification is recognised as
part of the name. It has the advantage that the name can be connected to and contextualised by the qualification,
thereby providing users more information about that person.

10Based on an extrapolation from the 1626–1630 resolutions that have been digitised earlier.
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Fig. 4. Fragment of a resolution from 22 November 1765 based on a request by a professor Leonard Offerhaus. Fragment
of a resolution from 7 April 1766 based on a missive by a minister in Denmark, Bosc de la Calmette. Images courtesy of
Nationaal Archief.

The same approach can be taken with geographic locations, which are contextualised through frequently
used signal words and phrases like “woonende te” (EN: living or residing in), that tell us that what follows is a
geographic location, as well as that the geographic location is the place of residence of the person mentioned
just before the signal phrase “woonende te.” Our approach is a classic example of template-based information
extraction [18, 27, 46], except that the historic language use and OCR errors create hurdles to benefit from
advanced syntax parsing that can be done on more recent texts with modern language use [3, 40, 43].

We illustrate the issue with person names through a fragment of a resolution mentioning three person names
(the left side of Figure 4). This resolution fragment contains the person names Leonard Offerhaus, Albert Volkerts,
and Jacob Jansz. Recognising these names and making them available as person names via a search facet in the
graphical user interface is of limited value. Users who know these names can use full-text search to find mentions,
but the vast majority of users do neither know who these names refer to, nor what kinds of resolutions they are
involved in.

The name Leonard Offerhaus is listed in the contemporary index, with a reference to this resolution, but the
other two names do not appear in the index. That is in itself an indication that Albert Volkerts and Jacob Jansz
were not deemed of enough interest or relevance to back this resolution. It is perhaps also an indication that
they are of limited value for current readers.

Of course, there is value in identifying whether the few occurrences of distinctive names are likely referring to
the same person, such as the name Leonard Offerhaus, which appears, as far as we can identify, in three different
resolutions. In two of these, in 1765 and 1766, Leonard Offerhaus is mentioned as a professor in Groningen. In
the third resolution, in 1725, as professor in Lingen. Disambiguation is a problem regardless of whether we get
this name from NER or from the indices. The resolution in April 1766 refers to the one from November 1765, so
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Table 2. Distribution of the Different Types
of Source (Documents) of the Propositions

Source type # Resolutions (%)

total 277,301 (100%)

Missive 160,816 (57%)
Request 75,634 (27%)
Report 12,958 (4%)
Oral 6,913 (2%)
Memo 6,259 (2%)
Resolution 5,394 (1%)
Unknown 3,664 (1%)
Other 5,663 (2%)

from the text, we can infer they refer to the same Leonard Offerhaus, but it is difficult to determine whether they
also refer to the same person mentioned in the resolution from 1725.

3.3 Analysis of Extracted Information

To demonstrate how the extraction layers connect to each other to allow multi-faceted access to and analysis of
the resolutions, we provide preliminary results for the 277,301 resolutions identified in the printed resolutions
in the period 1705–1796. First, the opening formulas identify the type of source of the proposition, either a
document that was submitted or an issue that was presented orally by one of the attendants. The distribution of
proposition source types is shown in Table 2.

The majority of propositions come from missives (57%). These are documents sent by ambassadors and other
diplomats reporting on the situation and events elsewhere. In some cases, these missives required no decision,
in which case the resolution is short and closes with the phrase “WAAR op geen resolutie is gevallen” (EN: ON
WHICH no resolution was reached).

The other main sources of propositions are requests or petitions (27%) and reports (4%). Over the 92-year pe-
riod, 75,634 petitions were discussed, which corresponds to 822 petitions per year and almost 16 per week. Other
types of sources include previous resolutions (by the SG or by one of the seven individual states or provinces),
memos, and orally presented propositions, bills, advisory notes, and passports.

3.3.1 Fine-grained Analysis. Since we know the exact dates of each resolution, we can do more fine-grained
analyses of these types of proposition sources. In Figure 5 the number of propositions of the three main types
per year is shown.

The blue line at the top shows that the number of resolutions per year, regardless of the type of proposition
source, was between 6,000 and 7,000 in the beginning of the 18th Century, but after about 1715 it dropped to
around 3,000 per year. A breakdown over proposition sources shows that particularly the number of requests
dropped over time. One possible explanation is that the length of the daily meetings decreased substantially, from
4–6 h in the 16th and early 17th Century to 2 h in the second half of the 17th Century, and from early in 18th
Century to 1 h. With less time per session, it could be that fewer propositions were discussed. Another possible
explanation is that the meetings were increasingly standardised, focusing the meeting mainly on propositions
dealing with standard matters and standard decisions, while moving much of the work on other propositions
to committees that reported to the SG, and making important decisions in secret [41, p. 183]. So the drop in
numbers of resolutions per year fits with and corroborates what is known from other sources.

Next, we analyse the extraction of proposition type. It allows us to compare the number of missives and
petitions discussed on each of the weekdays (Figure 6). In the first half of the 18th Century, the SG met six
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the number of resolutions per year, overall, and for the three most common proposition document
types.

Fig. 6. Distribution of the number of missives (left) and requests (right) across the different days of the week.

days a week (Monday to Saturday), but from the 1754 the meetings were only five days a week (with only
occasional meetings on Saturdays or Sundays in case of emergencies). There are clear differences between the
two types of proposition sources. Many more missives were discussed on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Fridays than
on Wednesdays and Thursdays. It is not immediately clear why this would be the case. A manual check revealed
that this is not an error in assigning the right date to resolutions. One speculative explanation is that the easy-
to-handle missives were discussed early in the week, after which the ones concerning more complex issues were
discussed, for which the president of that week wanted to wrap things up by the end of the week, resulting in
more decisions reached on missives on the Friday. The distribution of propositions handled each day of the week
shows a steady but small decline throughout the week. It is possible that petitions built up over the Saturday and
Sunday, in such a way that more were available early in the week. Or that, in line with the speculative explanation
above, petitions were deemed standard matters that were preferably handled early in the week, leaving more
time in the rest of the week for more complex issues.

We can also see what person roles are associated with the people who submitted requests (Figure 7). The
average number of propositions submitted in each of the 12 months (aggregated over the entire 92-year period)
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the number of requests submitted in each month by ambassadors (left), merchants (middle), and brick
layers (right).

by different groups is shown, with, respectively, ambassadors (top left), merchants (top right), bricklayers (bottom
left), and proposers referred to as citizens11 (bottom right). Two things jump out from their comparison.

First, ambassadors and merchants submit roughly equal numbers of propositions to the SG (around 11 or
12 per month), but many more than brick layers and citizens. For ambassadors this is not surprising given the
nature of their roles. One of the tasks of ambassadors representing other sovereign bodies was sending missives
to the SG to keep them informed and request a response regarding matters in which the involvement of the
Dutch Republic was deemed necessary. The number of propositions they sent per months is stable between 10,
suggesting that such requests were equally likely throughout the year.

Second, the numbers of propositions submitted by merchants, brick layers, and citizens differs more strongly
per month. Merchants and citizens submitted more propositions in early spring to early summer than in the
winter months. Brick layers almost exclusively submit propositions in January. Close reading selections of their
requests from various months makes clear that in January, the brick layers who were commissioned by the SG
submitted a petition for a new year’s gift in early January, or the settling of bills accumulated over the previous
year.

Focusing on the person qualifications and other entity types allows us to group resolutions in a meaningful
way. This offers handles for various research questions, including our example question about the petitioning

11We use the terms “Burger,” “Borger,” “Inwoonder” and their plurals “Burgers,” “Borgers,” “Inwoonders” as qualifications indicating that

someone is a citizen. We admit that this is too simplistic for properly addressing the example research question—many citizens are mentioned

only by occupation, such as brick layers, so citizenry could be modelled by excluding nobility, administrators and diplomats, and “inwoonder”

was used to refer to people residing in a place without the legal status of citizen—but, we use this shortcut merely to illustrate the potential

of operationalising qualifications.
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by citizens, but also for questions related to network analysis. One can make networks of (groups of) persons
involved in resolutions (proposers, attendants, presidents, and persons mentioned in the proposition and the
decision parts) and to capture some of their interactions.

Similarly, identifying the geographic locations from which proposers submitted their documents allows for
selecting resolutions by place of origin. Note that here the identification of a place name or proposer is contextu-
alised by our knowledge that they appear in syntactically interpretable parts of the opening formulas (despite the
language variation and change and the OCR/HTR errors). So, we can label them as person name and place name,
and more specifically as the proposer and place of origin of a proposition. We can then link them to the content
of the resolution, as well as to many other characteristics, such as the type of proposition document, the date
of the meeting, the attendants and the president (and thereby the province they represent) of the meeting. This
procedure creates valuable, connected information layers that support the types of research questions discussed
in Section 2.

Making the same kinds of aggregations and temporal distributions with person names instead of qualifications
is problematic for two reasons. The first reason is surmountable with significant effort: the accuracy of NER
results for person names is much lower than the accuracy of the identification of qualifications, but could, at
least in theory, be increased by creating more training data and manually correcting errors. The second reason,
which points to a more fundamental problem, is that for the vast majority of person names, there is no data we
can use to disambiguate individual persons. We can aggregate resolutions by person name, but we cannot know
how many persons are included in the aggregation, or which name variants should be included because they
refer to the same person. As a result, if we make aggregations by person name, then we do not know which or
how many persons are included in the aggregations.

4 LINKING INFORMATION ACROSS RESOLUTIONS

Information extraction gives us a way to navigate, select and order the meetings and resolutions in individual
volumes through the different layers of metadata. The next step is linking information. There are three types
of links. The first type of link is obvious, as the metadata layers are connected to the resolutions so can be
connected to each other via the resolutions. This step enables queries such as (a) when was financing of the
military discussed, (b) who were involved in the decisions made around this topic, and (c) what kind of decisions
were reached. Here, connections between the topics from the indices and the resolutions they refer to, as well
as to the correct dates of the resolutions are indispensable. The second type of link connects metadata elements
within a single layer across different years and meetings found in different volumes. For instance, to enable
a good layer of topical metadata, we need to connect the indices and marginalia across the entire period, so
that all resolutions regarding financing of the military can be retrieved for all 220 years. The marginalia and
contemporary indices were made by different people at different times, resulting in an incoherent system over
the years. Marginalia differ in level of extensiveness, indices in level of completeness, and their individual terms
in level of scope and interpretation. This makes connecting them into a coherent layer of information to access
the entire archive a challenge.

These metadata layers can be seen as creating links between sets of resolutions. Within most of these layers,
the sets of related resolutions have no inherent order apart from chronology. The metadata labels merely group
them.

A third type of link is represented by causal links between many resolutions. These links will be harder to
operationalise. Frequently, the decision on a proposition called for a committee to investigate and report back
on an issue, or for dispatching a letter to another political entity that required a reply. Once the report or reply
came in and was discussed in the SG, this lead to another resolution, creating a causal chain of resolutions. We
will investigate these causal links in future work, and focus on the grouping links in the rest of this section. An
example of causally linked resolutions is shown in Figure 4. The proposition of the resolution on the left is a
petition by Leonard Offerhaus stating he had been defrauded of his recently bought ship by Jacob Jansz. who
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had been arrested in Denmark. The decision paragraph of the resolution on the left (not visible in the fragment)
states that a copy of the petition will be sent to Bosc de la Calmette, Minister at the Court of the King of Denmark.
The resolution on the right contains a missive in which Bosc de la Calmette replies to the petition by Offerhaus.

A fourth set of links is to external sources. The resolutions explicitly mention all manner of documents, like
the missives, requests, memos, bills, and reports that led to the propositions, as well as reports and letters com-
missioned in the decision paragraphs. Most of these have been archived as well, in a separate archive called the
Appendices. At the moment, there is no explicit link to a document submitted to the SG, and the resolution in
which it is discussed. But through our analysis of the opening formula of the propositions, we have identified the
type of source document for that resolution, the name of the proposer and their qualification, when they sent
it and where from. Together, these offer many data points to identify them in the archive of Appendices, if and
when these are digitised.

In the rest of this section, we focus on the indices. We conducted two analyses to establish which types of
information layers can be extracted from the indices (Section 4.1), what possibilities they offer for linking and
grouping resolutions, and thereby, which layers should be prioritised in the project (Section 4.2).

4.1 Types of Index Terms and Temporal Stability

In the first analysis, we manually transcribed and merged the respecten or lists of index terms for seven volumes of
resolutions between 1742 and 1785. Together these contain 3934 distinct index terms of lemmas, with individual
volumes containing between 673 and 994 terms. The index terms include names of persons and organisations
(e.g., the admiralty of Zeeland), place names (England, Amsterdam, Gelre), other entity types (letters, convoys,
declarations, person qualifications like captain general or merchants) and topics (commerce, finance, infectious
disease, sugar). The majority of terms are person names (64%), with place names as the second largest group
(19%) and the remaining categories together covering 15% of the terms. Although the person names are the
largest categories, they are the least stable. Among the 243 terms that occur in at least four of seven volumes,
only 36% are names but 43% are place names and 21% of terms fall within the remaining categories. Names of
places and organisations as well as topics have a higher overlap between years and are more stable across time
than person names. Individuals are only mentioned in the index when they were deemed relevant to finding back
a certain resolution or set of resolutions. However, they are only mentioned by surname, which causes certain
family names to occur in many indices as children of people in relevant positions often ended up in the same
or other important positions. This makes it difficult to identify the individuals who are referred to. The overlap
of entries between subsequent years is around 33%, but drops to 10–20% for indices that are decades apart. This
is mainly caused by the individual person entries, which may recur in subsequent years but disappear from the
index over time. Yet subject terms also change, which creates a challenge for longitudinal analysis of topics such
as long-term developments of economic policies or shifts in the accessibility of the meetings and decisions for
different classes in society.

The observations above suggest that there are two challenges in creating a single index across the whole series.
One is to link recurring terms that might have different spellings or OCR representations, the other is to link
orthographically different but semantically similar terms. For the former, we use our fuzzy search strategy. For
the latter, some combination of manual categorisation and automatic clustering will be used.

4.2 Analysing Linking Potential of Index Terms

For the second analysis, we started from the manually transcribed indices of the resolutions of 1610–1625 and
created a structured version, with index terms and the pages they reference in the digital version of the resolu-
tions. We categorised the terms under one of six categories: person name, geographical name, person qualification,
institute, topic, and other. The other category contains terms for various entity types like “Brieven aan/van” (EN:
letters to/from), contributions, declarations, as well as terms that are hard to categorise. The person qualifications
in the index are often tied to specific place names or organisations, like ‘Raad van Brabant’ (EN: council of the
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Fig. 8. Distribution of categories of index terms over the number of resolutions they reference, for index terms from the
digitised index of 1610–1625.

region Brabant) or “Baron van Breda” (EN: Baron of the city Breda). There are no entries for generic person
qualification referencing e.g., all resolutions related to barons or councils. Of the 3,499 index terms, 2,394 (68%)
are person names, and 754 (22%) are geographical names. The other four categories together cover the remaining
351 (10%) of terms. This corresponds well to the distribution in our earlier analysis of the index terms in the 18th
Century. So they suggest this is a stable distribution over the entire period. For the non-name categories, the list
of terms is small enough to be curated manually. Hence, identifying those terms in the index pages using fuzzy
search and matching can be done with high accuracy. The person and place name categories have many more
terms, making manual curation even harder, as these lists become much longer when we zoom out to the full
220 years of indices.

Next, we look at how many resolutions are referenced by each term to get an insight into how each category
of terms is capable of grouping and linking resolutions. In the context of viewing a specific resolution associated
with an index term, the information system can allow the user to jump to other resolutions with the same index
terms. Terms with a single reference have no linking or grouping effect. Terms with two references link only
two resolutions, but some terms reference hundreds of resolutions in the period 1610–1625 alone.

The distribution of index terms over the number of resolutions they reference, for each of the six categories,
is shown in Figure 8. The Y-axis shows the fraction of terms per category and the X-axis shows the number
of resolutions that is referenced by an index term in that category. The majority of index terms in the person
name category reference only a single resolution (53%), therefore do not create a link between resolutions and
do not provide a grouping mechanism. For place names, this is only slightly lower (48%). Together with person
qualification, these categories of index terms tend to offer little value for linking and grouping. Note that in Sec-
tion 3.3, we showed that person qualification terms can be identified and contextualised in the opening formulas
of resolutions. Hence, the resolutions they group and link via the indices is complemented by the resolutions
they group and link via their extraction from the resolutions themselves. Among the organisation, topic, and
other index terms, only a small fraction reference one or two resolutions, and a much larger fraction reference
10 or more resolutions. They offer more ways to gradually narrow down selections of resolutions, for instance
as search facets.

4.3 Linking and Accessibility

How do we make digitised historical corpora accessible to researchers? We stress that recognising and indexing
person and place names have value for making large historical corpora accessible, but argue that projects should
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consider prioritising other types of entities and topics that enable approaching person and geographical name
accessibility in a different way. Person and place names are used by many users to search through archives [1,
5, 12, 13, 17, 23], and it is easy to see the value of indexing them in paper archives, as the lack of full-text search
makes locating such specific information extremely time consuming and error prone. But with digitised access,
the value of such names for faceted search and navigation is diminished and the role of name recognition has
changed. Most names are unknown to most users, and once they encounter a name they find relevant, or they
come to the corpus looking for a specific person, they can use full-text search to find other documents with that
name. Of course, the errors introduced through the OCR process and the spelling variation in historical texts
together form hurdles to identifying name occurrences via keyword search but also for linking documents via
person names [6]. Finding orthographically similar names can be automated, but modern search engines offer
these techniques as well. Searching names has therefore become more a matter of skill than a hard problem.

In prioritising which information layers to operationalise first, there are at least two criteria to take into
consideration. First, choices of what type of information to identify and extract first, should be informed by
the types of research questions and information needs of expected users, and how these relate to the logical
structure of the corpus and the types of entities and topics that are recognisable and extractable. Second, the
amount of effort required should be traded off against the quality of the recognition and extraction. Although
applying generic NER techniques is straightforward, the output needs to meet a certain accuracy threshold to
avoid misleading and/or frustrating users. They might rely on the provided information layer without noticing
that either precision or recall is low or both. Or they might notice that most of the listed entities are nonsensical
or return bad results, in which case they get frustrated or lose trust in the information system. We have witnessed
many occasions where humanities scholars severely criticised or completely turned away from resources that
were made accessible by NER for exactly this reason.

We argue that a prime purpose of operationalising entities as information layers should be supporting struc-
tured navigation with clear semantics that are relevant to the information needs of users. Identifying the docu-
ment types of propositions and person qualifications of proposers operationalises two dimensions that commu-
nicate clearly to the user what effect they have on selection. We note that this in itself does not automatically
make these layers transparent, as that requires careful design of the user interface to communicate potential
limitations to users. The reasons we prioritise person qualifications and document types are that they can be
extracted with high accuracy, and that they relate to various types of research questions around the interaction
of the SG with different groups of society, as mentioned in Section 2. Moreover, they can be used as trigger words
that offer clear signals that person and place names can be expected in syntactically predictable positions [10].
This can make person and place name recognition more precise and has the added advantage that they provide
context for why and in what function, the name is mentioned.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A main challenge in making large digital archives accessible is to provide different dimensions and levels of access,
as their potential users come with many different questions, different background knowledge, and different
needs to explore the connections between the records. There are often several structural elements in the physical
archive that support these different information access needs, but operationalising the structures and connecting
them in the digital version requires techniques that are adapted to the specifics of the corpus.

The main argument underlying the approach we described is that, to make large historical corpora digitally
accessible, we should (a) consider the potential information needs of users and (b) how to prioritise the extraction
and operationalising of generic elements such as named entities and specific elements. Here, we stress in partic-
ular the logical structure of the corpus, the genre of documents, and the recurring attributes of entities that are
mentioned. These elements give each other context and meaning that is impossible to extract from the text alone.

Projects that digitise historical corpora often focus on recognising names of persons and places, for which
generic NER tools can be used. While these tools can give results with little effort, we argued that these results
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are less valuable than is often assumed. Recognising names in historic documents is often challenging and even
with training on corpus-specific materials, the quality is often low, resulting in an output with many incorrectly
recognised names, and many names that are not recognised. Moreover, most names occur only rarely, thereby
adding little value for information access over users typing those names in the search box. Among the more
commonly occurring names, there is often not enough information to disambiguate individuals, which leads
entity-based access to give misleading results. The low accuracy problem can be remedied by creating a large
set of corpus-specific training data, but not without significantly increasing the required effort. More training
data also cannot solve the problem of disambiguation and the loss of context. Finally, generic NER results give
users few handles to get an overview of what is in the corpus. In sum, we think that generic NER should not
be a default for digitisation projects. Instead, there should be a careful consideration of (1) what kinds of enti-
ties (named and unnamed) are useful for (potential, future) users of the corpus that is being made accessible,
(2) which of these types of entities can be reliably identified, and (3) how these entities can be transparently and
meaningfully operationalised.

Extracting and operationalising corpus-specific elements are time-consuming steps (because tooling needs to
be adapted to the specifics of the corpus), but we hope we have been able to demonstrate that they can lead
to high-accuracy information layers and leave explainable traces of the decisions that transformed the physical
archive to a digitised version. The types of structures that are present in historical corpora range from (a) the
logical structures of the content as opposed to the physical structure of the paper sources, (b) ordering of content
along temporal, alphabetical, numerical, or geographical axes, and (c) text units that follow a templated set of
content elements, and formulaic language use. Many types of documents contain such structures, in particular,
in legal documents like ordinances, notarial deeds, charters, and procès-verbaux (authorised statements of acts
or proceedings in the exercise of duty), but also often in missives and reports and even early modern newspaper
articles and advertisements [26].

We have described our novel approach of modelling, recognising, and extracting these structural elements,
dealing with problems of text recognition errors, historical language variation, and the heterogeneity in structure
and content found in long serial publications. Instead of using generic Natural Language Processing in a one-shot
information extraction pipeline, we developed an iterative approach in which corpus and domain experts can
incorporate their knowledge in the extraction process. Our insights from analysing the output are transparently
modelled and fed back into the process. By prioritising person qualifications over person names, we have also
built a lexicon of trigger words that we can use as contextual features to improve NER for person names, and
enrich the output with those person qualifications and possibly relate them to other aspects of the resolutions.
Evaluation of our results shows that this leads to highly accurate layers of structured text, annotations and
metadata.

We used an example research question about whether and how the Resolutions of the Dutch States General
reflect changes in the petitioning by the citizens of the Dutch Republic. The analysis of our results based on
this example question shows that the information layer provide meaningful handles to select, re-organise, and
re-order the digitised material in relation to different types of analysis that are relevant to the research question
at hand. It also shows that our approach arrives at interpretable models that can be used as provenance to explain
how each algorithm came to its decisions.

Overall, we hope that the results of our approach lead to reconsideration of the priorities in future projects
that aim to digitise and make accessible historical collections.
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